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emendation ~Zl'It "for they pine away, consumed for want of the 
fruits of the field." Dyserinck accepts this emendation and reads 

n?z.ln 
"consumed like the fruits." But I=T is incompatible with 

this reading. 
My suggestion is that the root of the difficulty is to be found in 

the interpretation placed on =:'1 •M. If objection is raised to the 
use of •7l?•17 in a case where no actual weapons are employed, does 
this not also apply to bin? Everywhere else it is used of those 
slain by a sword or some other weapon. Isa. 22:2, "bi J" "• 

E-irr. 
t?: =51 7i7 is no exception, if we interpret it as referring to 

the prisoners of war who were put to death after the battle was at 
an end. Lam. 4:10, be it noticed, speaks of the cannibalism to 
which Zion was reduced: "The hands of pitiful women have sodden 
their own children," and I suggest that =Y' "Wr; refers to those 
who were slain in order to provide food-" slain by reason of famine." 
In place of 

. • 
I read 1.17 Hoph'al of 1"'T. The Hoph'al does 

not occur in the Old Testament, but the Hiph'il does. The trans- 
lation of the whole verse would thus be: "They that be slain with 
the sword are better than they that be slain because of famine; for 
these are sodden, pierced through for want of the fruits of the field." 
Vs. 10 follows quite naturally on this, and the use of the construct 
is to an extent paralleled by 

i;'- - 
'TZ. 

A. COHEN 

PSALM 81:7 

Cheyne (Ps. 2) annotates as follows: " •') cannot be right. 
We should expect 

1'.~DZ (iI I 1.). The ambiguous word 
"71 

is 
also very improbable. The usual theory is that a basket for carry- 
ing clay to the brick-kiln is meant. But why is nothing said of the 
brick-making ? Some MSS and edd. have " it ." This variant is 
given in Kittel's Biblia Hebraica, but, so far as I am aware, nobody 
has yet attempted to explain the reading "II. Yet, strangely 
enough, there is evidence, although it is slight, of a Semitic word 

7'17 with the meaning "load, burden," which if adopted here gives 
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an exact parallel to ?=. The word occurs once in the Talmud 

(Baba 1Kama 92b) in a popular saying: 1 NM5 1 
R 

'V7 N1 1 1 
1 N !")5 Mb "If thou lift up the burden, I will lift it up, but if not, 

I will not lift it up." The root "'l1 may be akin to '11 which is 

frequently to be found in the sense of "to carry" In Persian 
1• 

"to carry" is quite common (Vullers i. 790), and may perhaps also 
be traced in 'tollere' and rXivat. I notice that Dukes, Rabbinische 

Blumenlese, p. 297, suggests the meaning "burden" for 
- 

*'11-r')1 
Inr't. Isa. 53:8. 

A. COHEN 
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND 
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